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                                Team members of all experience levels tackle global, real world problems facing our business.
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                            We prioritize people, assets, communities and the environment.
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                            A look inside our hiring process for students and professionals.
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                            Learn more about chevron as a potential employer.
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propel integrated energy and tech

be part of the solution
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         powered by
         37
        humans 
    
	
         operating in 
        180
        countries
    
	
        careers in 
         18 
        categories
    



        

        
        
                
       the ways you can help create the future of energy
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upstream

Upstream is responsible for the exploration and production of oil and natural gas worldwide. Chevron has an exceptionally strong portfolio with key operations in the world’s most important oil and gas regions.
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midstream

The midstream organization delivers operational, commercial and technical expertise to enhance results in Upstream and Downstream & Chemicals. We do this by providing safe and reliable midstream infrastructure and services, commercializing our equity gas resource base, and maximizing the value of our equity gas, crude oil, natural gas liquids and refined products.
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downstream

Our vision is to be the leading downstream and chemicals company that sustainably delivers on customer needs through an enhanced, competitive cost structure and a sustainable operating model that ensure we focus on the largest value-driving components of our portfolio.
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technical center

The Chevron Technical Center is a unified organization that partners across the enterprise to enable the company to win in any environment. The Tech Center provides expertise to drive the application of technology, initiatives to transform Chevron’s digital future and innovative breakthrough technology to support the future of energy.
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corporate

Corporate-level departments and organizations manage all aspects of the company’s operation, from corporate compliance to strategic planning.
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       let our job matcher find 
the right role for you 
in seconds
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find your match.

    


 

        

        
    

    

				


     
    
        
                
       the chevron way

who we are 
what we believe 
how we achieve…

    


 

        

        
            


    	
            life at chevron

            
            Our strategies guide our actions to deliver industry leading results.
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            We invest in, develop and empower our highly competent workforce.
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            diversity and inclusion

            
            We learn from and respect the cultures in which we operate. We have an inclusive work experience that values uniqueness and diversity.
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       power human progress

join our pledge for 
a lower carbon future

learn more
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                oil
                40%
                Reduction in green house gas emission intensity.
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                35%
                Reduction in green house gas emission intensity.
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                investing
                $750m
                by 2028 in investmentsin renewables and offsets.
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                between now and 2028 to execute lower carbon projects.
            

            
        

        
    
    
    






        

    


				


    
        
        
                
       we’re proudly recognized as a preferred employer
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Human Rights Campaign - 
2022 - Rated 100%

For the 15th consecutive year, Chevron achieved a rating of 100 percent on the Human Rights Campaign Equality Index, which ranks U.S. companies committed to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender equality in the workforce.
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2023 best place to work for 
disability inclusion

The American Association of People with Disabilities and Disability : IN have recognized Chevron with a 100% rating on the 2023 Disability Equality Index, maintaining our top score for the fourth year in a row.
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National Society of 
Black Engineers - 2019

Honored as one of 12 organizations that made a positive impact by investing more than $100,000 in Black/African American communities.
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Forbes

Forbes and Statista named Chevron to the 2019 list of America’s Best Employers for Women.
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